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Grafik 1: France - Value of national private and public capital (% national income) 

 

Grafik 2: Great Britain - Value of national private and public capital (% national income)  
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Grafik 3: Germany - Value of national private and public capital (% national income)  

 

 

Grafik 4: World - Value of private capital (% world income) 
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Grafik 5: Labor income (wage, salaries,…)   vs.    Capital income (rent, profits, dividends, interest,…)

 BRITAIN 

 

 

Grafik 6: Labor income (wage, salaries,…) vs.  Capital income (rent, profits, dividends, interest,…)  

 FRANCE 
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Grafik 7: Share of top 1% highest incomes in total income  FRANCE 

 

 

Grafik 8: Share of top 10% highest incomes in total income U.S. vs. EUROPE 
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Grafik 9: Growth rate of world GDP (Gross Domestic Product - Bruttosozialprodukt) 

 

Grafik 10: Employment by sector in France and the US, 1800 - 2012 
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Aufgaben: 

1. Beschreibe mit Hilfe der Grafik 1, wie sich der Anteil des landwirtschaftlich genutzten Grund und 
Bodens am gesamten Kapital Frankreichs von 1700 bis 2010 entwickelt hat. 

2. Beschreibe mit Hilfe der Grafik 2, wie sich der Anteil des landwirtschaftlich genutzten Grund und 
Bodens am gesamten Kapital Großbritanniens von 1700 bis 2010 entwickelt hat! 

3. Beschreibe mit Hilfe der Grafik 10, wie sich der Anteil der Beschäftigten in den drei 
Wirtschaftssektoren zwischen 1800 und 2012 in Frankreich verändert hat! 

4. Diskutiere mögliche Erklärungen für die aus den Grafiken 1, 2 und 10 ersichtlichen Veränderungen! 

5. Erkläre mit Hilfe der Grafik 8, wie sich der Anteil der Top-10% Einkommen am gesamten 
Einkommen in den USA und in Europa entwickelt hat. 

6. Diskutiere mögliche Erklärungen für die aus der Grafik 8 ersichtlichen Veränderungen! 

 

 

 

 

Grafik 11: Number of billionaires    WORLD 
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Questions and Answers: 

 

Question: [...] What you suggest is growing wealth concentration is kind of a natural tendency of 

capitalism, and if we leave it to its own devices, it may threaten the system itself, so you're suggesting that 

we need to act to implement policies that redistribute wealth, including the ones we just saw: progressive 

taxation, etc. In the current political context, how realistic are those? How likely do you think that it is that 

they will be implemented?  

Thomas Piketty: Well, you know, I think if you look back through time, the history of income, wealth and 

taxation is full of surprise. So I am not terribly impressed by those who know in advance what will or will 

not happen. I think one century ago, many people would have said that progressive income taxation would 

never happen and then it happened. And even five years ago, many people would have said that bank 

secrecy will be with us forever in Switzerland, that Switzerland was too powerful for the rest of the world, 

and then suddenly it took a few U.S. sanctions against Swiss banks for a big change to happen, and now we 

are moving toward more financial transparency. So I think it's not that difficult to better coordinate 

politically. We are going to have a treaty with half of the world GDP around the table with the U.S. and the 

European Union, so if half of the world GDP is not enough to make progress on financial transparency and 

minimal tax for multinational corporate profits, what does it take? So I think these are not technical 

difficulties. I think we can make progress if we have a more pragmatic approach to these questions and we 

have the proper sanctions on those who benefit from financial opacity.  

Question: One of the arguments against your point of view is that economic inequality is not only a feature 

of capitalism but is actually one of its engines. So we take measures to lower inequality, and at the same 

time we lower growth, potentially. What do you answer to that?  

TP: Yeah, I think inequality is not a problem per se. I think inequality up to a point can actually be useful for 

innovation and growth. The problem is, it's a question of degree. When inequality gets too extreme, then it 

becomes useless for growth and it can even become bad because it tends to lead to high perpetuation of 

inequality over time and low mobility. And for instance, the kind of wealth concentrations that we had in 

the 19th century and pretty much until World War I in every European country was, I think, not useful for 

growth. This was destroyed by a combination of tragic events and policy changes, and this did not prevent 

growth from happening. And also, extreme inequality can be bad for our democratic institutions if it 

creates very unequal access to political voice, and the influence of private money in U.S. politics, I think, is 

a matter of concern right now. So we don't want to return to that kind of extreme, pre-World War I 

inequality. Having a decent share of the national wealth for the middle class is not bad for growth. It is 

actually useful both for equity and efficiency reasons.  

 

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKsHhXwqDqM - ab Minute 16:00) 


